Kinesin motors in plants: from subcellular dynamics to motility regulation.
Plants produce enormous forms of the microtubule (MT)-based motor kinesins that have been inspiring plant cell biologists to uncover their functions in relation to plant growth and development. Subcellular localization of kinesin proteins detected through live-cell imaging or immunofluorescence microscopy has provided great insights into the functions of these motors. Dozens of mitotic kinesins exhibit particularly splendid localization patterns from chromosomes and kinetochores to MT arrays like the preprophase band, spindle poles, the spindle midzone, phragmoplast distal ends, and the phragmoplast midzone. Different subcellular localizations indicate distinct functions of these motors that are yet to be characterized. The localization difference between plant kinesins and their animal counterparts implies mechanistic differences in mitosis and cytokinesis between the two kingdoms. When many forms of kinesins are present simultaneously, it becomes critical that their motility is differentially regulated with spatial and temporal precision. Insights into regulatory mechanisms of motors can often be brought about by in vitro single-molecule biophysical studies. Significant advances are expected in this area in the coming years owing to rapid technological advances that are being brought to various model plants.